
Ombre/ Gradient Mauna Kea  
Something wonderful about knitting this option is the unlimited possibilities you have in adjusting not only 
the size and fit of the sweater, but the way the colour is to change as well!

•If you are knitting a high contrast/sharp transition, you will switch colors from one row to the next. 
•If you want to work the gentle fade transition, knit with Colour A one row, switch to Colour B the next row. 
Alternate in this manner 2 or 3 (even 4 or how many you prefer) before completely stopping colour A and 
continuing with B. Be sure to record in the margin how you worked your transition so you can repeat the 
process in future changes.

1. Using the first colour, work until the raglan increases start. Transition as you determined (process 
shared above).

2. Use the second colour until 4 rows after sleeves are separated from the body. You have freedom to 
alter this! Since this is close to the bust line you may opt to adjust the location to alternate between 
colours 2 and 3 for a few rows so the fade is is not an abrupt line across the bust.

A. Try on the sweater. This is a great point to determine fit as well as notice where the garment 
falls in relation to your bust for colour change. 

B. If you plan to lengthen your garment and will be working additional increases, alternate the 
yarns these last increases (for gentle fades), work as you have enough through additional 
increases if you are doing an abrupt change.

3. Use the 3rd colour through the next segment, the 27 rounds that include the side panel pattern.
4. Transition to the fourth colour as worked before.
5. Use 4th colour through the 4(5,5,5,6) increase round and switch to 5th colour for remainder of sweater.
6. Return to sleeves and use colors as you did for body of sweater.

FAQs & Helpful Ideas:  
I want to use as much of the yarn as possible, lengthening the body and the sleeves. Can I do 
that? And if so, how?
You can extend any colour at any part of this sweater at any time! On the next and last pages I share  
ombre fashion pieces that use ombre/gradient fade in very alluring ways. Things can get very creative 
with this kit so try! try! try! 
To be successful we need to keep in mind a few things:
==> Yarn for the sleeves! Let’s remember the way this sweater is constructed: we start at the neck, begin 
raglan increases—which include creating sleeve caps and our sleeves. We set aside our sleeve 
beginnings to focus on our body. We split the bottom for a few rows on the sweater front and back and 
finish the body. We head back to get those sleeves and finish up! 

==> Keeping this in mind let’s make some changes: (just some suggestions!)
1. Extend colour 1 to halfway through the raglan increases, or use it all!
2. Weigh your second ball of yarn. Set aside approx. 40 grams (approx. 108 yards) for the 
    sleeves. Begin knitting the body in the second colour with the remaining yarn.
3. Work through 15 rounds that include the side panel, or until you run out of yarn. Note where 
    you stop with this colour in order to keep track of progress for the sleeves.
4.Weigh your third ball of yarn and set aside approx. 40 grams (approx. 108 yards) for the 
    sleeves. Begin knitting the remainder of the side panel rounds and increase rounds through the 
    3(3,3,4,4) increase row or until yarn runs out or until you wish to change colours.
5. If you plan to lengthen the sleeves: Weigh your fourth ball of yarn and set aside approx. 40 
    grams (approx. 108 yards) for the sleeves. Begin knitting the remaining increase rounds and 
    continue the rounds following 16 (20, 23, 26, 29) rounds, or until yarn runs out or you wish to 
    change colours. NB: if you plan to lengthen this and are concerned you may need additional 



    increases, try on the sweater at this point to evaluate. Balance any additional increase 
    segment with the following portion to work.
6. Weigh your last ball of yarn and set aside approx. 30 grams (approx. 80 yards) for the last of 
    the sleeves. You do not need as much of this last colour for full length sleeves as your arm 
    length will end before the extended tunic length. Finish the remainder of the pattern in this final 
    colour.
7.Return to work sleeves in the same manner as you knit the body.

 
I am running low on a certain colour but I haven't reached the point on the pattern to switch! What 
is wrong! How do I fix it?
Gauge often changes as we knit. You relax in to your knitting, your sweater grows and becomes heavier, 
or you may adjust the fit by adding or taking away rounds or rows. This affects our yarn usage. 
Step One: Don’t panic. 
Step Two: Evaluate were you are. You can work until completely out of yarn in the raglan increases as the 
sleeves are worked at the same time. No big deal! Worried you may want to change things to length and 
width of body? Work the sleeves first. Already knitting the body? Start blending with the next colour. Make 
the blends a longer transition in the sleeves when you knit them. 
Step Three: Consider doing something unique and out of the box: Insert a striping portion from the 
pattern! It would look beautiful anywhere in the sweater construction. Find a segment in the stripe pattern 
that relies on the other colors aside from the current colour you are using. Be sure to highlight the portion 
you use to include those stripes in your sleeves.

Do I need to keep the colors equal in rounds/row number?
Not at all. These photos below are beautiful images that have inspired several pieces of my knitting and 
they are not at all equal parts to one another. The beauty of knitting with these custom kits is having the 
freedom to use them in any order, any amount that suits you!






